
 

 

User Manual Iron on labels without background 
Read the entire user manual before you begin. 

 

1. Set the iron to 2-3 dots. It's better to start with lower heat and increase if necessary. 
2. Place the garment on a flat and hard surface that can withstand the heat from the iron. 
3. Position the iron-on label on the fabric where you want it to be. Place your iron on labels without 

background with the text or logo facing up, exactly as you want the final result to look. The plastic 
film should remain attached. 

4. Place a piece of baking paper over the iron-on label. This will make the iron glide more smoothly 
and protect the iron. 

5. Press firmly with the iron onto your iron-on label for approximately 10-20 seconds. If the patch is 
very large, you may need more time and move the iron around to ensure the entire surface 
receives sufficient heat. Be careful not to make too many "ironing strokes" as it may cause the 
patch to shift on the fabric. Also, avoid keeping the iron on the fabric for too long to prevent scorch 
marks. 

6. Check that your iron-on label is firmly attached to the fabric by gently lifting the plastic film. If it's 
not, iron it more. 

7. When you finish ironing, the plastic film and fabric should be completely cold before removing the 
plastic film. It's crucial to be patient, as removing the plastic film while it's still hot can damage the 
iron-on label. 

8. Carefully peel off the plastic film. Remove it gradually while keeping the other hand flat on the 
fabric. 

9. If the no-background patch is not securely attached, you can apply additional heat with the iron for 
5-10 seconds. REMEMBER to place baking paper between the label and the iron. 

If the plastic film melts, the iron is too hot and/or you have applied heat for too long. 

Please note: If your iron-on labels have many details, it may require some practice to position them 
correctly. Consider ordering extra patches and experimenting on an old dishcloth or similar item. 

 

You can also use a heat press to apply the no-background patches from Label Yourself. 

We always recommend that you base it on the textiles on which you want to place your iron-on patches 
without a background. Check the washing instructions to see what high temperatures the fabric can 
withstand. It's important that the heat press isn't too hot, as it could otherwise damage the fabric. A good 
starting point is to set the heat press to 160 degrees Celsius and apply heat to the iron-on patch for 25 
seconds. Optionally, use parchment paper between the patch and the machine (depending on your heat 
press). 

 


